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Dr. Nobel Scientist Dr Luc Montagnier discovered the AIDS virus in 1983 and 
won the Nobel Prize for it in 2008 twenty five years later.

Dr Luc Montagnier says the Coronavirus was made in a China Lab, the Level 4 
Bio  Lab in Wuhan that was built in cooperation with the French Government 
and he is one of the leading French Biologists in the world.

The Wuhan Lab is also supervised by experts from Texas University bio labs in 
Galveston Texas and they are closely aligned to the NiAid a US Government 
agency run by Dr Fauci the guy heading up Trump’s Coronavirus team.

While clown propaganda sites such as the New Scientist are running bullshit 
articles saying Dr Montagnier is wrong such as the excrement written by an 
economist Phillips Lacoude who has no doctorate in science, the fact is Dr 
Montagnier is one of the foremost scientists in biology and viruology. Ifyou want 
to challenge him you need at least a PhD in biology not finance like the degree 
held by clown Phillippe Lacoude.

As we reported two months ago, the Virus came out of Level 4 Bio Lab in 
Wuhan.

We reported it was either a natural virus from bats or an engineered virus 
combining AIDS with SARS. Either way escaping from a Bio Level 4 Lab makes 
it a bio weapon now. Since it escaped from a bio lab history will record it was a 
bio weapon.

We also reported almost 2 months ago the man with a wall full of PhD’s who is 
Dr Sol Adoni had warned for 25 years in his books that bio war would start in 
2020. He nailed his bio war warning as he also  did his famous 911 warning and 
his warnings on the 2004 Great Tsunami and the Fukushima nuclear meltdown.

Dr Adoni’s latest book is titled BIO WAR.

Dr Sol Adoni founded the AI Think Tank HelixQ and he has been correctly 
forecasting exact future death counts of the CoVid19 virus for two months.

Dr Fauci has missed every forecast on virus he has made.



Dr Sol Adoni is warning the virus is too new to understand long term effects on 
humans. Already reports from doctors are stating it reinfects, the virus hides in 
body and reactivates. Reports are warning it sterilizes males.

The best advice warns Dr Sol Adoni is isolate and don’t catch the virus, the 
human race needs at least 6 million humans in SAFE ZONES to guarantee it’s 
survival.


